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World Environment Day

Students celebrated ‘World Environment Day’ on the 5th of

June 2021. The day was segmented into three and each day

offered them a task and to reflect and contemplate on a theme.

The video of the Forest man Jadav Payeng from Assam, the

way Singapore had created the Island out of trash, and the way

Greta, the youngest Climate Activist, Sweden, questioned and

motivated the present generation on saving the Earth created a

consciousness of the protection of the Environment.
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Photo Frame

Students of Grade VII laboured with unused objects

to create frames for their photos. They also decorated

the walls with their final products and felt happy for

their endeavors.
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Guest Lecture

Mr. N. Muthusamy from the department of Social

Science discussed Racial Discrimination for Grade X.

The English class turned to be highly informative when

the guest added his presence with his insights.
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Students of grade X prepared the posters about

types of vaccines, steps involved in the preparation

of vaccines and about various companies preparing

vaccines. This study broadened the scope for higher

level of researches.

Preparation of Vaccine
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Parent Orientation Session was conducted from K.G

to XII classes. Parents were enlightened about the

vision, mission, ethos of the school, the curriculum

assessment and other co curricular activities.

Parent Orientation Session
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Father’s Day

Father's day was celebrated in CVM. The day was

spent reflecting the dedication, commitment, and

love of their fathers. All the students turned the

day very special for their fathers.
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Birthday Celebration

Birthdays were virtually celebrated in CVM. Students

shared a few admiring qualities about the

celebrants. It was a different kind of celebration.
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"Change the Channel" was the activity for TIE class.

The participation of the students was commendable.

Students imitated the channels that they admired. The

young theatre artists are gradually mastering the

skills.

Theatre in Education (TIE)
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Students of grade VI toured to Ladakh virtually.

The tourists explored the beauty of Ladakh and

understood the reason for the diversity in India.

This Virtual Tour helped them understand how the

geographical location of a place influences the

culture and tradition of the people.

Virtual Tour - Ladakh
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Communication Session

The English communication session for teachers were

in full swing. The session had opened myriad ways to

acquire language proficiency. The peer learning

experience provided a joy of learning and sharing.
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Circle time helps resolve issues of a group and it paves

way to better the relationships. Students of Grade I

gathered for circle time exchanged their ideas and

discussed opinions. It was a wonderful tool to sort out

the issues.

Circle Time
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World Music Day was celebrated in CVM on the 21st of

June. Students watched a video prepared by the Music

Acharya Ms.Gopika who discussed the origin of music

instruments, their significance in producing any music

and the ultimate role of music in life. A few students

performed combining vocals and instruments.

World Music Day
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Yoga is an art of wellbeing. As a part of the Yoga day

celebration, students of CVM observed Yoga Day on

the 21st of June. It is to instill in them that practicing

a few asanas will help maintain a sound mind and a

healthy body.

World Yoga Day
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Prefectorial Election

The Events and Celebration Committee is toiling

hard with a meticulous plan to conduct a

prefectorial election for this academic year.

Candidates appeared on the screen with their

campaigning video after the nomination. The

process is to keep the ball rolling.
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Cooking offers students a wide range of knowledge in

measuring the number of ingredients, as well as the

use of skills and techniques involved in the process.

Little chefs of Grade IV are involved in exploring

simple recipes like tomato sauce, pineapple sauce,

apple lollipop, and fruit jam along with beauty

products like, beetroot lip balm, and kajal making in

their leisure time. This activity helps them develop

their skills of creativity and problem-solving.

Little Chefs
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Tamil and English Clubs

The nomenclature for twin clubs occurred in CVM.

Tamil club was named as “Ilanthendral" and for

the English club 'Clear Expressions'. The Principal

and the club in charges delivered the objectives

and the activities of the club. The Principal, after

naming, delivered her inaugural address.
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Parents Teachers Meet (PTM)

A meet after every assessment helps the child to

understand the progress and teachers insisted the

importance of student’s presence and interaction in

virtual class. The use of office hours was also a major

part of the agenda. Regular practice and on time

submission of work were the key points to increase the

scores.
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Fresher’s Day

Fresher's Day was organized on the 18th of June

2021. Freshers from Grades IV-XI participated.

They gathered for two consecutive days spending

an hour of time each day, felt at home. Grade 12

students organized it with a variety of programs.
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CHSV MUN 

Munners of CVM attended CHSV MUN on the 19th and

20th of June. They learned new tactics and techniques

to improve their communication and debate skills. It

offered them new perspectives to view the issues of the

globe.
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Career Counselling

“Career Counselling on Charted Accounts” a

webinar was organized by Tycoon institute on the

13th of July, for grades XI and XII Commerce

students. Mr. M. Sathya Kumar shared his

experiences and insights for the young aspirants

to make choices in the year to come.
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Webinar - Future Scope of Psychology

Students of Grades X to XII attended a ‘career

counseling session on the 19th of June 2021 organized

by Mindler. Students reflected on the importance of

knowing one’s potential and learned that the subject of

interest is vital before making a decision.

Students became aware of the multiple career options

available.
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Webinar - Mindler and Jindal Global 
University

Prof. Anchia Anzi from the OP Jindal Global University,

and Ms. Vaishnavi Chandran from Mindler, illuminated

the session with various updates about the scope of fine

arts and elucidated a detailednprocess of achieving

success for students of grades IX to XII.
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CVM organizes sessions for the parents regularly. This

time it is “Managing our children’s emotions during the

pandemic” by Ms. Kesang and Ms. Prera suiting to the

need of the hour. The session offered multifarious

purview to cope with the challenges in this pandemic.

Parenting Matters
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Ms. Geethanjali, an additional Superintendent of Police,

Karur, interacted with the acharyas on the topic “Safety

of Children in Cyberspace”. She discussed several

issues referring to many cases. It created an awareness

to guide the students further.

Cyber Safety
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